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The “Multicellular Origin” of Cancer and the Clonal Evolution of Oncogenesis
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Abstract
Cancer cells are the result of the multi-step, multi-dimensional and multi-generational process
of oncogenesis, but they are never the products of cellular transformation. When a stem cell
divides, asymmetrically or symmetrically, it produces two new (new generation) cells, a
differentiated daughter cell and a daughter which is a parent-identical stem-cell, or two identical
daughter stem cells, respectively. In either case, the daughter cells, differentiated or parentidentical, have their own individuality and character. A daughter cell is not a transformed parent
cell; it has its own cellular identity, genotype and phenotype although it carries its parent’s
genotypical and phenotypical features. The term “Cellular Transformation” in today’s Medical
Research Literature, which refers to neoplastic cellular changes, is unintentionally amiss, but
scientifically delusive; it implies a solitary cellular reign that misleadingly suggests a “single cell”
origin for oncogenesis. In any living multicellular organism, whose multicellular existence and
functionality is totally based on intercellular subsistence, a multicellular act or happening is
absolutely impossible to start with or from a solitary cell action. In multicellular organisms, in
vivo, malignant neoplasms, including leukemias, which all are the products of highly organized
cellular teamwork from the very beginning, never arise from single cells; they arise from groups
of cells.
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The Definition of Oncogenesis
The human cell is mankind's basic unit of life and a dynamically functional, highly-organized,
self-governed component of human body. It is the condition of this excellent micro-unit of tissue
that determines the state of the health of the host organ and body. Somatic cells live with the
guidance of a "Cell Cycle" through which their status as well as their internal and external
conditions, circumstances and contingencies are meticulously monitored and controlled.
Holding the intracellular executive power and command, DNA governs the absolute sovereignty
of the cell and controls its internal and external behaviors, functions, commitments,
transactions and affairs.
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Meanwhile, performing specific and specialized functions and duties of their own in a highly
harmonious cooperation, the main molecules of this tiny elementary compartment of human
life, proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates and lipids work together to build its organic,
structural and inherent parts, elements, features and characteristics.
As their name suggests, cellular organisms are organized living establishments. While
a unicellular living organism is neatly organized in itself, a multicellular one is highly organized
not only in its tiny constituent unit, the cell, but also across its whole multi-component, multitissue, multi-organ and multi-system structure.
Behind the powerful look and omnipotent nature of this immense organization of multicellularity,
however, which is made of quite impregnable, infallible and structurally and functionally
collaborative assemblies, there are highly detailed, delicately integrated cellular compositions
that are sensitive to intracellular, intercellular and extracellular changes and vulnerable to any
internal or external threat to the cell's strict inner order and to its harmonious relations with its
siblings and cousins and other cells of the neighborhood, as well as its relationship with its
extracellular matrix (ECM) and with the rest of the microenvironment.
Set to function physiologically and strategically to preserve the organism's welfare and
livelihood, being given life and duty to keep the cell's stably prosperous and providential
state, these compositions work as dedicated enterprises run by faithful artisans and toilers. The
most typical and spectacular example of this is the human body, a masterpiece
of bioarchitecture and bioengineering.
This flawless, model multicellular organism, the excellence of bio-formation we take for granted,
however, encounters more problems than the planet's other species of living organisms do.
Some of these problems are unfortunate and ruthless enough to have the organism rendered
defenseless and cast a shadow over its undisputed infallibility. The human cell, where a
dramatically destructive set of happenings, neoplasia, as the most vicious one of these
problems, begins, is ironically also the place where its corporate burocracy and supreme
command is stationed.
Despite the fact that the DNA-governed cellular behavior is basically performed impeccably,
the cell may any time happen to encounter certain unfavorable situations that may individually
or jointly affect its perfect governance in various sectors and at various levels. The persistence
of such situations and their effects usually bring about unpropitious consequences that
seriously intimidate or threaten the divinity and harmony of the cell's regime and order.
Then a sequence of cytological changes through a series of interacting and inter-effecting
cellular and tissue processes follows across the microenvironment. Unless there is an
interruption or stoppage, this culmination of happenings brings to the scene an unfortunate, illbred progression which will have then already begun to ensconce around; oncogenesis.
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The Basis of Oncogenesis
In a living multicellular organism, nothing is purposeless or by chance; intracellularly or
extracellularly, nothing usual or expected can happen without a purpose, and nothing unusual
or abnormal can occur without a reason. In our bodies, we get more than 0.5 trillion of our cells
replaced daily. At any given moment in a human body, which is made of around 75-100 Trillion
cells, there are 5-6 Trillion actively dividing cells among which there are billions of them that
are either ready to go through mutations, or going through mutations. And billions of others are
already mutated and highly prone to further mutations that may emerge any moment which is
the case more in adult human bodies than young ones and more dramatically in-effect in the
aging ones.
Mutations bring cells immediate alienation in the tissue and make them become singled-out
solitarily or multiply in groups. Such cells, solitary or in groups, mostly become dormant or
undergo apoptosis before they find time to organize themselves to multiply and thrive. Larger
groups sometimes show the power and organizational intelligence to organize, but, they still
have no guarantee for a foreseeable future for fortune.
So, we, as humans, should be thankful that our body is not a product of ordinary engineering
and does not allow in its domains any unauthorized inauspicious acts to go ahead as they
please. And we also should be grateful that in such an immaculate construction, our lives are
not left in a biomolecular destiny where the fate is determined by chances or freaks, and that is
why, not all mutations or series of mutations lead their cell groups to the genesis of neoplasm.
And any neoplastic occurrence that makes it in no way means that it has been given the
authorization to proceed and will not be left alone, at least not before facing all the
consequences and countermoves.
A malignant process is essentially based on and a product of the ordinary cellular and tissue
biology, and the impending malignant cells of this insidious phenomenon, the new kids on the
block, are in fact as much body property as the regular cells around, and just like the regular
cells, they belong to the tissue. Also, they are not, when they first emerge, meant to be the
assailants or adversaries of the prime tissue or its loyal cells and elements; on the contrary,
they, at least originally, are produced and allowed to act and function like the regular cells that
they begin to supplant, and they are given rights, privileges and duties just like the ordinary cells
of the territory.
Although, at the beginning, it is a mutually-established cellular happening within the expected
standards and reasonable limits of tissue physiology and homeostasis and is no less than
explainable by the natural laws of human biology, the oncogenic event progresses amiss
to become unfavorable event and then an unwanted escapade. Cellular proliferation by
division, and differentiation processes are arranged, programmed and executed through an
immense range of interconnecting intracellular, intercellular and extracellular signaling
networks which are the livelihood of the elemental constituents of human infrastructure from
the embriologic period to the end of lifetime. In this wholesome natural phenomenon of
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existence, an oncogenetic development emerges as an ultimately conflicting, confusing and
disorganizing occurrence with dramatic imposition, and brings out bands of new cells,
the neoplastic cells, which impudently crop up ultimately demanding full habitation which they
do their best to make eventually unconditional. Seeing well that their fresh existence proves
quite contingent upon arrival, they in no time go through some big efforts to achieve two
painstaking tasks which they immediately realize they should fulfill for their survival:
1. Organizing a no-default governance for themselves.
2. Establishing some mutual communal relationship with the environment as trouble-free as
possible aiming to make it at least indulgent and permissive if not interactive.
Their main goal is to survive not to invade. Their demand for settlement receives in the first
instance an instinctive embrace in the tissue's microenvironment as they are naturally far from
being considered strangers at that stage. But, as they begin to show their oddity, which
soon turns into some boldly-dramatized unconformity, the callow embrace they have
already been given leaves its place to a state of gradual, reluctant tolerance which will be
existing for a considerable period.
But they settle in the way they find suitable for themselves anyway. Because of their
dissociative disposition and behavior, the recognition of their full settlement and their
integration to the territory soon becomes difficult to materialize as the prime tissue eventually
sees dramatically increasing lack of structural and functional coordination with this no-longerfavorable horde of newcomers, and increasing necessity to cope with their burden with everincreasing incompatibility and discordance.
That eventually induces the prime tissue to consider a full mobilization of all its available means
of preserving and defending its own livelihood and welfare while dealing with this disappointing
and increasingly-burdening situation which soon proves to be a predicament going far beyond
its expectation or readiness. Before long, the body's immune system also becomes aware of
the situation and gives the prime tissue the hint that all the tissue-wide, bodily means of defense
and order are to be mobilized apace to suppress the emerging disequilibrium which has been
becoming more obvious to inevitably cope with.
The whole matter here is nothing other than a base for clone-colony actions and movements
through which the neoplastic cells’ efforts for survival change their mode to “invade to survive”,
and then to “invade and destroy to survive”. From then on, the confrontation turns into a
wholesome showdown between groups where a solitary cell, on either side, can never act,
function or fight alone.
No grounds for solitary Cells
We are living in a body of multicellular organism, in which no single cell of any kind can initiate
a normal or abnormal group act or function by its own. A solitary cellular act or behavior, should
it even be practically possible, would have no value or meaning in its microenvironment, and
no significance to the tissue and organism it belongs to, simply because it cannot pursue any
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objective on its own, it would not achieve its aim, and it would not reach a goal. Its individual
cellular performance with acts, functions and activities are meaningful and countable only in its
own cell group. In a multicellular organism, under optimum circumstances, no cell can be looked
upon or reckoned with in any way as solitary, and neither can it be apportioned as such.
If a cell, in vivo, is in question singly, there has to be something unusual in it or with it, not
necessarily around it; and that unusual thing is most frequently something wrong. The most
pronounced example of this would be a mutated oncogenetic cell. If it is having a first mutation,
it then possesses no significance or exclusivity and it is far from tolling any bells for a future
oncogenetic happening.
When its mutation amplifies and adds up generations later, it is not itself anymore, but it is the
long gone ancient forefather of the new-generation cells which are the current holders of those
highly potential accumulated mutations. Let’s imagine, for a moment, a solitary cell of
accumulated mutation in the middle of a tissue, Regardless of its phenotypical/genotypical
status, privileges, functionality in normality or abnormality, this single cell, like any other, has
recruitment and attraction capability and capacity of various levels.
But "putting that ability in life", for an ultimately-mutated high-potential cell, has to begin
essentially on its own block; without having the fellow cells of its Group convinced of its altruism,
it stands no chance of going further, and cannot survive either. Extremely tough, such an
achieved grouping is the beginning of everything. From that point on, the "defined and
established" group act shows off boldly, and soon becomes the prime tissue's enigma and the
immune system's bad news.
The heart of the matter here is really a matter of "equalizing" the conditions and "conforming"
to the outcomes or consequences in inner subpopulation affairs. The main goal of the
subpopulation’s cells is to keep and use all the means and instrumentation available for
survival. There are here combinations of equalizing/conforming; desired or undesired
outcomes; and handle-able or dispatching consequences whose whole chain of fulfillment is
totally favorably quite rare.
In a multicellular organism, any cellular act, action, reaction or function is planned, arranged,
materialized and performed on the basis of a multicellular, communal constitution which sets
strict rules and regulations that are administered stringently. Normal or abnormal, there is no
one single cell in a multicellular organism, that has, genotypically or phenotypically, any
exclusive singular status in terms of livelihood or functionality, and therefore no cell of any kind,
favorable or unfavorable, has any particular privilege or power to act or function solitarily. Being
a main part of the duty performed by a highly organized commune cellular collaboration, good
or bad cellular attitudes in the chaotic oncogenetic process are the joint product of cells’
individually contributed work and giving and has no input that directly comes from any singlecellular initiative.
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Cancer cells are never the products of cellular transformation
Cancer cells are not the transformation of the cells that proceed them. In or between multiple
generational steps that take place between normal or abnormal new cells of any kind and their
ancestors of generations, there is a series of successive offspring with progressive
undifferentiating, but there is no cellular transformation. Referring to the last generational step
of oncogenesis, some scientists describe the malignant transformation as a cellular
transformation.
In the multiple generational stages in oncogenesis, cancer cannot be described as a cellular
transformation. If we must talk about a transformation in oncogenetic process, to avoid wrong
interpretative trajectories in research work at large, that should be the malignant tissue
transformation, not a malignant cellular transformation. Cells do not just become cancerous,
and they do not transform into neoplastic cells; they get mutated and breed mutated cells.
Malignant transformation is the territorial progression through which the properties of neoplasm
are progressively acquired by each new generation of cells which, through that progression,
never have any individual transformation.
A cellular transformation, if it could be described, would be a cell’s transforming into a different
genotype or phenotype or both, changing from one shape, nature and identity to another while
remaining in its self. We see such a model of cell, in vivo, neither in a neoplastic tissue nor in a
normal tissue. When a cell’s DNA has a change or damage, the cell gets mutated, not
transformed.
If that cell lives on to breed, generating its own daughter cells which produce newer lines of
clones, it contributes, with genetic and epigenetic effects, to the ever-changing landscape of
the microenvironment; such a change is biologically possible only in breeding, and breeding is
not a cellular transformation but a dramatic input into a “malignant tissue transformation” which
is the ever-present battlefield of the warring powers of oncogenesis. When a stem cell divides,
asymmetrically or symmetrically, it produces two new (new generation) cells, a differentiated
daughter cell and a daughter which is a parent-identical stem-cell, or two identical daughter
stem cells, respectively. In either case, the daughter cells, differentiated or parent-identical,
have their own individuality and character.
A daughter cell is not a transformed parent cell; it has its own cellular identity, genotype and
phenotype although it carries its parent’s genotypical and phenotypical features. The term
“Cellular Transformation” in today’s Medical Research Literature, which refers to neoplastic
cellular changes, is unintentionally amiss, but scientifically delusive; it implies a solitary cellular
reign that misleadingly suggests a “single cell” origin for oncogenesis.
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The overwhelming tissue transformation is the oncogenesis itself
In a neoplastic environment that is changing and evolving non-stop, a full-blown neoplastic
tumor, makes the body, unless undealt with, go through an enormously progressive multi-range
series of events while evolving a way and style of its own ultimately turning the whole process
into its own escapade. Cancer cells, the cells of abnormal new growth coming from several
generations of parentage, are new-generation cells emerging in the neoplastic stage of
oncogenesis as the ultimate offspring of a long, differential linage of cells involved in a series
of amplifying intracellular changes incited by various factors or elements and then in ensuing
extracellular eventualities.
Within this frame, we see the neoplastic transformation as an uncontrolled cellular proliferation
with an increasing mutational complexity and a pathologic cellular growth that results from the
accumulation of myriad genetic mutations that opens way to cascades of happenings that
overpower positions, situations as well as points of balance and control via or at multitudes of
junctures bringing scores of molecular and morphologic consequences at the expense of the
organism.
The heterogeneity of the cells of this metamorphosis, resulted by the cells’ mutational
amplification and complexity, eventually helps the emerging colonies of natural selection
outplay the nonpermissive microenvironment. In relation to natural selection, a key mechanism
of evolution [1], as Merlo, Pepper and Graves [2-4] observe, the fundamentals of cancer has
been validated as a complex, Darwinian, adaptive system. We can further state that natural
selection is the exact model of the evolutionary selection in oncogenesis. The all-the-way
transformation of tissues along the trans-generational oncogenetic process follows the pattern
that we see in natural transformation in species at large. Acting on the phenotype
whose genetic basis

gives

a

reproductive

advantage to

certain populations that

specialize for particular niches, natural selection eventually results in generated new species.
The main players, opponents and proponents, are the “Cell Groups”
While we describe tumors as abnormal tissue, we must not see them as alien structures,
because they simply are not. They belong to the body as much as a normal tissues do and they
come from exactly where normal tissues do. Their recapitulating the outgrowth and
differentiation patterns of normal tissues is not a clever and insidious skill they create and
perform, but an ability and power out of the proficiency they are inheritably granted.
The changing environment of a tissue riddled by a neoplastic activity, brings an enormous
volume of plays and players to the scene. As this oncogenetic process is a clonal evolution
from the start, only successively emerging various clones give rise to the progression in which,
from the very beginning, an exclusively privileged status of power or function for a single cell is
never possible.
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In the whole process, however, contrary to the current belief, there is no shared play between
any of the contending powers. There are many different plays and a multitude of dedicated
players in each of them. In the further stages of neoplastic progression there is “Play my game,
or get out of my way!”, and a multi-way “Or else”.
The illusory play-sharing look of the picture, quite away from the deep fact of the matter,
immensely affects the wide external view of it extending its impact as distantly as carried-away
research lines, and as remotely as new and novel onco-therapeutic steps which are yet to prove
“resolving”. Being realistically in the same niche as normal stem cells, the stem cells of
malignant tumors, cancer stem cells (CSCs), have two tasks to do for their groups: keeping
their groups as prosper and going as possible, and engaging in a strictly “no-compromise”
neighborhood relationship with the prime tissue on a mutual but “everybody-their-own-way”
basis.
Their restless furtherance without a break is not totally a misuse of the the prime tissue’s
profuse tolerance and hospitality, but a matter of their own strict task and agenda which they
cannot afford to neglect simply because they have to survive. The clonal evolution of the
Oncogenetic Process begins well before the tumorigenic cell groups’ entry into the introductionturned-confrontation stage in the niche whose ever-changing life is lived and experienced by
all that are in it. The disruption of growth regulation, the main molecular consequence of the
progressively continuing mutations, soon brings the next consequence along: the loss of the
control of proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis.
It becomes quite difficult for the microenvironment and its prime tissue to close eyes to that
latest one of the turns which is also the most critical one. From that moment on the whole
microenvironment turns into a battlefield for an all-out multi-power war in which, not only the
opposing groups, but also allies, ultimately, declare war on one another.
Metastasis is not quite the end of the Oncogenetic Evolution
The epic journey of oncogenesis is an evolution that is not programmed to end with metastasis.
Could a terminally ill human body with an aggressive metastatic tumor somehow be able to live
on, the oncogenetic evolution would have continued with tertiary, quaternary and quinary
tumors, and so forth. But hardly living their “secondary” stage of multi-generations, almost all
tumors prematurely see the end of their evolvement, passing away along with the organisms
they kill.
A primary tumor’s genomic instability persists in metastasis not frequently [5] but always. The
sequence of the growth advantage metastatic cells gain through accumulated mutations takes
place with the same means and mechanisms as the ones we see with primary tumors. In the
microenvironment of a metastatic tumor, with a few exceptions, most of the conditions of the
neoplastic progression are identical with the ones seen in the primary tumor’s
microenvironment, and in metastatic tumors, we see the same consequences of being a solitary
cell exactly as the ones in primary tumors.
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The selective pressures and conditions of the changing environment and immune system with
warrants and sanctions ultimately define the fittest of the outcompeting cell groups. As
conventionally agreed upon, it is the survival of the strongest. But, contrary to another general
opinion, it is not “every cell for itself”. Just like the primary tumor’s own environment, the territory
of the metastatic neoplastic progression is a platform where metastatic cells’ destinies are
determined as dormant state or tumor progression, or apoptosis.
As one of the striking main features, the genetic heterogeneity of metastases reflects
heterogeneity already existing within the primary tumor which is a mixture of numerous
subclones each of which has independently expanded to constitute a large number of their own
cell groups [6].
While the tissue’s healthy cells together act as a microenvironmental control system to prevent
the development and progression of emerging tumor cells [7], all the cells without exception get
variably involved in the countless molecular and biomolecular transactions and alterations by
which they all get their development, prosperity, maintenance and affluence effected one way
or another. The responsibilities, obligations and liabilities carried out by the overseeing tissue
governance are exactly the ones that are observed in the primary tumor’s microenvironment.
Just like the way it happens in the primary tumor microenvironment, this domain can in no way
allow any exception for any particular cell of any nature within the territory.
So, just like the primary tumor’s microenvironment, the microenvironment of the metastatic
tumor executes the same strict rules which no cell can overcome solitarily. Through the
evolutionary process of neoplastic tumors, the natural selection leans on phenotypic variability
generated by the accumulation of genetic, genomic and epigenetic alterations [8]. The deriving
productive aggressive phenotypes, however, take quite a time to take hold.
With an average doubling time of 20-40 hours [9], newly produced cancer cells are basically
not robust enough to live their younger days successfully in terms of survival, and most of them
die before they can manage to carry out their own division, which is the reason it takes some
time for any primary or metastatic tumor to fully establish itself as equipped to the hilt.
Therefore, the pursuance of neoplastic formation both primarily and metastatically is a part of
clonal evolution and a matter of clonal expansion and clonal selection, and ultimately a matter
of clonal wars where solitary cells of commitment, ascendancy or eloquence have yet to
conform to integrate or get doomed to destruction. Just by being singular, solitary cells lose the
fight for survival as soon as the fact that they are limited in the long term to fully meet the
conditions to fit in becomes apparent and gets discovered by the regime to which the
solitariness, with favorable or unfavorable nature, nothing other than redundant presence within
the multi-power, multi-pressure and multi-liability commune of integral significance and values
which is in an ongoing state of conflict and clashes for differences to equalize and exchanges
to compromise.
Cancer cells’ genotypical, phenotypical and biological heterogeneity, which collectively brings
intraclonal and microenvironmental mechanization and mobility, is directly proportional to their
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ultimate individual and colonial invasiveness and metastatic ability both in primary tumors and
metastases. In order to live with a guaranteed future in a metastatic niche, disseminated cancer
cells should land there in clusters or in assembling groups, not necessarily at the same time,
but within a certain short period of time.
Just grouping, however, to have a decent settlers’ life, is not sufficient; in addition to the abilities
they have, they should generate and acquire capabilities that are necessary to confront and
overcome the new barriers of the unpermissive microenvironment while organizing themselves
to form an aggressive colony.
Their fate mainly depends on their own qualities and capabilities while in part, they are under
the effects of microenvironment’s signaling system to which they principally do their best not to
succumb. If a metastatic cancer cell lands in a new location solitarily and remains so for 12-18
hours without having a chance to perform reproductive activity, it becomes dormant or
undergoes apoptosis. If a solitary metastatic cell is the only tumor cell that has landed in a
distant tissue site, whatever productive and aggressive capacity and capability it may have, it
will be forced to dormancy or apoptosis.
Should it be quick and smart enough to keep the control and pressure mechanisms of the
microenvironment busy and therefore earn time to go into mitosis, which is its only goal anyway,
its daughters, the ones which would be more difficult cells for the microenvironment’s governing
power to suppress, would in fact be the problem the microenvironment is afraid of.
That’s why, under normal circumstances, that would not be the case as the indisputable power
of the microenvironment would not allow such a trivial settlement to become a threat. If two or
more solitary metastatic tumor cells land in a distant tissue site together at the same time or in
succession and close enough to each other, they engage in communication using their
exosomes. Unless they become dormant or undergo apoptosis, they quickly team up to flourish
and multiply to create a micro metastasis. But reaching their goal is not easy if they are from
different clones of a primary tumor, and their chance of achievement is the highest if most or
all of them come from the same clone.
Different-clone cells have a tough time equalizing their geno-phenotypical differences while at
the same time they both make their best efforts individually to communicate with the watchful
microenvironment to convince it to sanction and even cooperate. Their presence as newcomers
with their swiftly emerging dynamism of both individualism and group-conflict immediately
becomes difficult for the uncooperative microenvironment to deal with, and the required “host
measures” emerge to eliminate them by forcing them to dormancy or apoptosis.
The cells of a multi-clone group can get away only when they manage to equalize their
differences via their communication which not only conflicts in itself, but also gets disrupted by
the microenvironmental forces. Same-clone cells, on the other hand, whose running into each
other is mathematically less likely than that of different-clone cells, would be more concurring
to team up, more powerful to flourish and more convincing to get the microenvironment’s
acquiescence.
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For the flourishing metastatic group cells, establishing micrometastasis is not a guarantee for
a bright future as every new generation becomes more ineffectual than the preceding one.
In a “Limited Survival of Early Micrometastases” study titled “Multistep Nature of Metastatic
Inefficiency”, Luzzi and his colleagues [10] neatly demonstrated that metastatic inefficiency is
principally determined by two distinct aspects of cell growth after extravasation: Failure of
solitary cells to initiate growth and failure of early micrometastases to continue growth into
macroscopic tumors.
Therapeutic intervention may well destroy cancer clones and erode their habitats, but it can
also inadvertently provide a potent selective pressure for the expansion of resistant variants.
This facet of the Darwinian character of oncogenesis is currently the primary impediment to the
Universal oncotherapy on all fronts.
Outlook
In oncogenesis, where an unreserved display of Darwin’s Evolution Theory is seen [1], what all
we are able to see so far is only a tiny fraction of its happenings and changes reflected to the
cancer cell's morphology. And therefore, what all we know today in this scarce provision of the
cell's abundant resources and data in a partial display of its rich composition and orchestration,
and in its external relations, is quite limited, because our comprehension of it is limited.
Our confinement within this limitation, also in other certain fields of clinical and research
medicine, render our interpretation of it linearly insufficient, and it often puts us in efficacy and
hindrance which we most frustrated experience in today’s Oncology where unavailing scientific
beliefs and views archaically continue to feed analytical preoccupations.
Whence there is a fundamental reason for us to open wider paths and avenues to
"understanding and solving oncogenesis" with rational approaches and cataclysmic insights,
and to embrace overall management of the oncologic disease with radical implements. In this
regard, we must aim at opening a new, reformative, reconstituting era of Oncology not only in
the fundementals and basics of universal cancer research and studies, but also in the practice
and management of Oncology at clinical and molecular levels where new, better thought of and
more effective strategies of oncotherapy are crucially needed.
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